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AbSlEXt 
hyperDRlVE is the working name of a strategy for im- 
plementing authentication, authorization, and access 
services in an n-tiered internet computing environment. 
hyperDRIVE employs the Lightweight Directory Access 
Protocol (LDAP) to store and access hyperDRIVE- 
defined data objects which are evaluated and manipu- 
lated to implement Role Based Access Control (RBAC). 

Introduction 
The widespread transition to Web-based and associated 
internet technology computing platforms has provided 
fertile ground for the germination and cultivation of 
authorization strategies. The degrees of sophistication 
and effectiveness of the many currently available ap- 
proaches vary widely. None has yet proven itself clearly 
superior. None yet provides for the economical scalabil- 
ity necessary to support integrated internet or intranet 
computing environments which are composed of many 
applications, hosted by many servers. 

While RBAC is well recognized as a strategy which re- 
duces the cost and complexity of security administra- 
tion, RBAC which is implemented on a host-by-host 
basis is still potentially inadequate in a multiple host 
environment. The core feature of internet computing, its 
facile interconnectedness, reveals the limited effective- 
ness of authorization strategies which are implemented 
on a per-host basis. When the customers of network 
computing resources shift their computing focus among 
many multiply-tiered applications (which are hosted by 
many separate servers) via mere mouse clicks, the po- 
tential for incongruity and inconsistency among the 
many host-based authorization implementations be- 
comes obvious. Who (or what mechanism) can assure 
that an individual’s authorizations don’t conflict when 
the authorization controls are host-based? 

Host-based authorization strategies are inherently difi- 
cult to audit and manage: How many applications and 

systems is Suzie User authorized to access? How big is the 
company? How many systems does it possess? If the autho- 
rization scheme is host-based, can one ever be sure of 
Suzie’s potential for mayhem? And in this fragmented 
host-based authentication and authorization environment, 
how many lognames and passwords must Suzie remember? 
Surely she would prefer a single sign-on. 

In the context of a large, multiple application, multiple 
host network computing environment, an integrated, cen- 
tralized, auditable, manageable authorization database is 
clearly preferrable to the fragmented, disintegrated host- 
based alternative. 

These considerations provide the motivation for the design 
of hyperDRIVE. The targeted hmctionality is a consistent, 
integrated, auditable, manageable RBAC implementation 
which is employed by many servers, clients, and applica- 
tions, scalable to support thousands of clients and hundreds 
of servers and applications . 

Desii Considemtions 
hyperDRIVE’s integrated RBAC information base is im- 
plemented via the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
(LDAP). LDAP provides a layer of abstraction and 
standards-based interoperability above the underlying 
RBAC data implementation. LDAP’s widespread adoption 
among many directory services developers and vendors 
provides for wide latitude in the implementor’s choice. The 
hyperDRlVE RBAC information base can therefore be de- 
fined and hosted by directory and database implementa- 
tions such as X.500, Novell directory services, Microsoft 
directory services, relational databases, and “native LDAP” 
directories such as are available from Sun, Netscape, and 
the University of Michigan. LDAP client software and 
client API programming tools are also widely available. 
The hyperDRiVE proof of concept implementation cm- 
ploys University of Michigan LDAP. A transition to X.500 
is intended and forthcoming. 

All of hyperDRIVE’s custom code is programmed in Java, 
chosen principally for its “write once, run anywhere” qual- 
ity. Java is an object oriented language, so the initial and 
defining design activity was to “find the objects” in the de- 
sign. The use of LDAP also assisted in this process, as an 
LDAP directory is composed of objects. A simple compari- 
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son of LDAP jargon to database jargon holds that 
LDAP objects possess attributes just as database records 
possess fields. 

The discovery and definition of hyperDRIVE’s key ob- 
jects focuses upon the principal responsibilities of an 
integrated security hmction in an intranet computing 
environment, namely authentication, authorization, and 
access. 

We define the responsibilities of each, as follows: 

Access, in the hyperDRlVE context, includes the loca- 
tion, methods, and modes of access to and of network 
computing resources. For some, the familiar acronym 
CRUD (create, read, update, delete) is included in this 
concept. Responsibilitiy for confidentiality and integrity 
is also encompassed within the functionality implied by 
the object which defines access. In RBAC terminology, 
this object points to an operation or privilege. The hy- 
perDRIVE object “operationAccessor” (see Table 1) 
fulfills this responsibility. 

Authorization, in the RBAC context, is the mapping or 
aggregation of one or more operations or privileges to a 
defined role. The hyperDRlVE object “role” (see Table 
2) fulfills this responsibility. 

In the hyperDRIVE context, roles are assigned or 
mapped to persons, not vice versa as some RBAC litera- 
ture describes. A person potentially possesses many 
roles. Roles do not possess persons. 

Authentication and authorization are certainly separate 
responsibilities and separate activities. Much of the 
published RBAC literature treats the choice of authenti- 
cation strategy as inconsequential with respect to the 
functionality of the RBAC strategy. hyperDRIVE, on 
the other hand, specifies X.509 certificate-based authen- 
tication as an integral and indispensible component. 

The X.509 certificate’s “subject” attribute (or field), is 
the Distinguished Name (DN) of the certificate’s pos- 
sessor, which is a person. The DN is a globally unique 
direct index into the same LDAP directory information 
base which holds the operationAccessor and role ob- 
jects. The X.509 “subject” DN binds the authenticated 
identity (of the person who possesses and presents the 
certificate at run time) to an object in the directory 
which describes the person. The hyperDRIVE object 
“hyperDrivePerson” (see Table 3) h~lfills this responsi- 
bility. 

Figure I, “LDAP Directory Objects and Relationships” 
graphically depicts the static relationships of the hyper- 

DRIVE objects as they are represented in the LDAP direc- 
tory. 

The most significant and most obvious software compo- 
nents of the hyperDRlVE implementation include: a Java- 
capable and SSL-enabled Web client (such as Netscape); an 
SSL-enabled Web server (such as Apache/Stronghold or 
Netscape); an LDAP server (such as University of Michi- 
gan’s or Netscape); an Object Request Broker (such as 
HORB, JacORB, OrbixWeb, Visigenic); and the hyper- 
DRIVE client Java applet. 

The roles, responsibilities, and run time behaviors of these 
components are described in detail in Table 4, “Operational 
Scenario”. A brief summary follows. 

Behaviorial Summary 
hyperDRIVE’s authentication mechanism is via X.509 cer- 
tificates, which clients and servers exchange and verify to 
establish mutually authenticated Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 
sessions. 

hyperDRlVE’s authorization model is Role Based Access 
Control (RBAC). The Lightweight Directory Access Proto- 
col (LDAP) directorycontains objects which describe peo- 
ple (hyperDrivePerson) and objects (operationAccessor) 
which describe enterprise information resources and the 
operations which involve those resources. Additional direc- 
tory objects (role) are aggregations of operationAccessor. 
One or more role objects are assigned to each person, thus 
achieving the RBAC objective. 

hyperDRIVE provides its customers with a Java applet, 
which is a GUI navigation guide, or menu. The hyper- 
DRIVE navigation guide is constructed on the fly from the 
customer’s LDAP-hosted RBAC profile. 

hyperDRIVE provides servers, applications, and active ob- 
jects with capabilities and facilities to consult the LDAP- 
hosted RBAC data. Through this consultation, the entities 
assure themselves of the appropriateness of customer re- 
quests. hyperDRIVE empowers servers to protect their re- 
sources, empowers applications and objects to protect 
themselves. 
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table 1: opemtionAmr Object Class Spedica- 
tion 

Description: 
The OperationAccessor object class is the representa- 

tion of an operation (referenced by the URL) which re- 
quires restricted access authorization and navigational 
representation in the directory. 
Attributes: 

- commonName: the full, formal name of the opera- 
tionAccessor. 

- description: mildly verbose description . 
- objectowner: distinguished name(s) of the per- 

sons or role(s) which “own” the right to permit or deny 
authorization to access and manipulate the target object/ 
operation. 

- organizationaIUnitDN: the distinguished name of 
the highest-level organizational unit to which the target 
object/operation belongs. 

- execURL: the URL through which the target ob- 
ject/operation is accessed, executed, manipulated 

- applicationCertificate: the X.509 certificate, con- 
taining public key and other attributes, which the target 
object/operation uses to identify itself and its actions. 

- review+ApprovalDN: the DN of the operationAc- 
cessor through which the owner’s right and responsibil- 
ity is exercised. . 

- maintenanceDN: the DN of the operationAccessor 
through which maintenance on this object is performed. 

- member: distinguished name(s) of directory ob- 
ject(s) which are permitted access to the target . 

- hyperDriveObjectType: a string value which in- 
dicates what general type of object is represented. Sug- 
gested values include: “production”, “information”, 
“administrative”, and “review+approval”. 
Naming Rules: 

The commonName attribute must be used for nam- 
ing. 
Structure Rules: 

A directory entry for operationAccessor must have 
an immediately superior entry of organizationalunit. 
Relationships: 

organizationalUnit 
role 

table 2: de Object Class Specification 
Description: 

The role object is a container for aggregations of op- 
erationAccessor objects. 
Attributes: 

- commonName: the till, formal name of the role 
- description: mildly verbose 
- roleowner: distinguished name(s) of the persons, 

or roles which “own” the right to permit or deny assign- 
ment of the role to persons. 

- OrganizationUnitDN: the distinguished name of the 
highest-level organizational unit to which the role object 
belongs. 

- review+ApprovalDN: the DN of the operationAcces- 
sor object through which the owner’s right and responsibil- 
ity is exercised. 

- maiutenanceDN: the DN of the operationAccessor ob- 
ject through which maintenance on this object is per- 
formed. 

- includedRole: a list of one or more distinguished 
names (DN) of role object. This attribute supports the im- 
plementation of role hierarchies. 

- conflictingRole: a list of one or more distinguished 
names (DN) of role object. This attribute supports the im- 
plementation of mutually exclusive role policies. 

- operations: a list of one or more distinguished names 
(DN) of operationAccessor object. 
Naming Rules: 

The commonName attribute must be used for naming. 
Structure Rules: 

A directory entry for operationAccessor must have an 
immediately superior entry of organizationalunit. 
Relationships: 

organizationalUnit 
operationAccessor 
hyperDrivePerson 

table 3: hyperDrivePemn Object Class Spedication 
Description: 

The hyperDrivePerson object is an extension of the di- 
rectory’s person object, and is a container for aggregations 
of role objects. 
Attributes: 

- objectowner: distinguished name(s) of the person(s), 
or role(s) which “owns” the right to permit or deny autho- 
rization to access and manipulate this object. 

- review+ApprovalDN: the DN of the operationAcces- 
sor through which the owner’s right and responsibility is 
exercised. 

- maintenanceDP4: the DN of the operationAccessor 
through which maintenance on this object is performed. 

- roles: a list of one or more distinguished names (DN) 
of role object. This attribute accomplishes the assignment 
of role objects to the person. 
Naming Rules: 

The commonName attribute must be used for naming. 
Structure Rules: 

hyperDrivePerson is a non-structural object class which 
extends another person-descriptive object class, such as 
newPilotPerson. 
Relationships: 

organizationalunit 
role 
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table 4: hyperDFUVE: Operational Scenario 
A graphical representations of the following scenario is 
provided in Figure 2. 

1. Web client establishes SSL [9] session with web 
server, attaining mutual authentication through ex- 
change of X.509 [ 121 certificates. Client requests web 
page which contains the hyperDRIVE Guide Java ap- 
plet. The customer’s authenticated identity, as supported 
by the person’s X.509 certificate, is their distinguished 
name (DN) reference to the LDAP directory object 
which describes the customer. 
2. Web server returns hyperDRIVE Guide applet to 
client, securely passing the customer’s authenticated 
identity as an applet execution parameter. The hyper- 
DRIVE Guide applet is invoked within the Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM) of the web client suite. 
3. hyperDRIVE Guide applet establishes distributed ob- 
ject communication with an object request broker 
(ORB) server which resides, according to the Java ap- 
plet “sandbox” policy [5], on the same host from which 
the applet was served. The client applet requests role 
objects and operationAccessor objects which apply to 
the customer’s DN. We refer to distributed object com- 
munication, by the name of the Object Management 
Group’s Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
(OMGKORBA) [I I] Internet Inter-ORB protocol, or 
IIOP. The hyperDRIVE proof-of-concept implementa- 
tion uses a freeware ORB, known as HORB [lo]. The 
development roadmap for hyperDRIVE portends a tran- 
sition to CORBA compliance and IIOP. 
4. ‘The ORB contacts the well-known LDAP server, re- 
qu.esting role and operationAccessor objects which ap- 
ply to the customer’s DN. 
5. The LDAP server provides the requested role and 
operationAccessor objects. 
6. The ORB provides the requested directory objects. 
The hyperDRIVE Guide applet can now act as a navi- 
gation tool for the customer, displaying names, descrip- 
tions, and links which describe operations for which the 
customer is authorized . 
7. Through the hyperDRIVE Guide applet, the customer 
invokes an operation. The customer’s web client suite 
invokes the URL against the target, while simultane- 
ously attaining a mutually authenticated SSL session 
with the web server which hosts the targeted operation. 
8. The web server asks an ORB-supported object to con- 
tirm or deny the customer’s authorization to perform the 
requested operation A purpose-written Java program is 
invoked by a lightweight Common Gateway Interface 
(CGI) script to accomplish the task of communicating 
with the ORB. By this mechanism (steps 8-l I), the web 
server protects the resource from unauthorized access. 
9. The ORB contacts the well-known LDAP server, re- 

questing role objects which apply to the customer’s DN. 
10. The LDAP server provides the requested directory ob 
jects. 
1 I. The ORB-hosted object compares customer’s authenti- 
cated identity (DN) and currently assigned roles, and (for 
this scenario) finds an afftrmative match. The ORB returns 
a confirmation message to the web server, via the CGI/ 
IIOP process. 
12. The web server provides the requested resource to the 
customer’s web client suite. In this scenario, the requested 
resource is a business object interface Java applet 
(“bizApplet”, for short), which is invoked within the Java 
Virtual Machine (JVM) of the web client suite. An altema- 
tive scenario would have the web server return a static web 
object, or possibly a CGI entry point to executable content. 
13. The bizApplet has (in this scenario) been programmed 
with an active capability to further protect itself against 
unauthorized operation, in the manner of [4]. The bizAp- 
plet contacts an ORB-supported object, seeking the specific 
LDAP objects which confirm the customer’s authorization 
to perform the operation. 
14. The ORB contacts the well-known LDAP server, re- 
questing role objects which apply to the customer’s authen- 
ticated identity. 
15. The LDAP server provides the requested directory ob- 
jects. 
16. The ORB’s response message to the bizApplet object 
includes (in this scenario) an affirmation of the customer’s 
authorization. Since the bizApplet is certain of the cus- 
tomer’s identity, and since the customer’s identity is the 
customer’s distinguished name from the enterprise LDAP 
directory, the bizApplet also has ready access to other cus- 
tomer attributes which might be pertinent within the con- 
text of the business transaction. 
17. Satisfied of authorization concerns, and equipped with 
whatever other runtime tailoring information is necessary, 
the bizApplet object establishes an IIOP session with an 
ORB which resides on the same host (applet sandbox pol- 
icy again) from which it was served. 
18. The ORB’s middleware functionality establishes and 
maintains communication with the host(s) which serve as 
the repositories of the enterprise business data. This chan- 
nel of communication can be accomplished via many and 
various techniques, including CORBA, TPM, MOM, RPC, 
etc. 
19. The return channel: business data, status messages, etc. 
20. The ORB marshalls the business data into objects, 
which then exchange messages with the bizApplet objects. 
Session Continuity: Steps 17-20 loop or cycle to maintain 
the IIOP session’s statefulness. Session Concurrency: 
Steps 7-20 can be executed (with various targeted opera- 
tions) while other steps 7-20 are in progress. 
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